GUESS WHO...

...ISN’T CIRCUMCISED?
INTACT MOVIE ACTORS

Colin Farrell

Clark Gable

Alan Alda

Anthony Hopkins

Alan Cumming

Denzel Washington

Daniel Craig
Christian Bale

Gerard Butler

Liam Neeson

Hugh Jackman

Nick Nolte

Donald Sutherland

Ewan McGregor
Hugh Grant
Eddie Murphy
Gael García Bernal
James Dean
Jeremy Irons
James Earl Jones
Joaquin Phoenix
John Leguizamo
Keanu Reeves
Joseph Fiennes
Jonathan Rhys-Meyers
Michael York
Jude Law
Leonardo di Caprio
INTACT TV ACTORS
and PERSONALITIES

George Takei

Mario Lopez

Bill Cosby

Luke Perry

Mr. T

Emilio Estevez, Charlie Sheen, and their father, Martin Sheen
Dick Van Dyke
Jeremy Sisto
Drew Carey
Hugh Laurie
Tom Selleck
Johnny Carson
Craig Ferguson
INTACT MUSICIANS

David Bowie

Bing Crosby

Dean Martin

Eddie van Halen
Keith Urban

Sting

Ringo Starr

John Lennon

George Harrison

One Direction
INTACT SPORTS STARS

David Beckham
Shaquille O’Neal
Joe Namath
Alex Rodriguez (A-Rod)
Magic Johnson  Mickey Mantle  Joe DiMaggio

Jack Dempsey  Oscar de la Hoya

Steve Reeves  Jack LaLanne
INTACT DANCERS

Gene Kelly
Merce Cunningham
Mikhail Baryshnikov
Rudolph Nureyev
MISCELLANEOUS INTACT CELEBRITIES

Harry Truman

Ronald Reagan

Prince William

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Jack Kerouac

Jesse Jackson

Truman Capote

Hugh Hefner
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Q1. How do you know that Prince William is intact?

A1. The Jewish Chronicle (which carried the news of Prince Charles's circumcision by mohel Dr Snowman in 1948), deplored the fact that a hundred years of tradition had been abandoned. Biographers have said Diana defied royal tradition in this regard. She and Charles gave a photo opportunity on a picnic blanket in New Zealand when he was a baby, and he urinated off the side of the blanket in sight of photographers. Reports that Charles ordered him and Harry circumcised after Diana died are wishful thinking by circumfetishists. A website claiming the mohel who circumcised them was a guest at Charles' and Camilla's wedding is satire - it says so on the same page.

Q2. How do you know that these celebrities are intact?

A2. Chuck Thompson of Los Angeles kept a dossier for many years, relying on information from actors' dressers, sportsmen's teammates and towel boys, and people who "chanced on" the celebrities at urinals. Wives, ex-wives, lovers, ex-lovers and groupies have reported on others. Some have appeared nude in films or magazines and some have commented in passing on their own status. In the case of Elvis, Maurice Gibb, and Michael Jackson, it was in their death certificates. Other sources are parents, brothers, schoolmates, accidental exposure, medical records and police records. Some have been captured by paparazzi (JPGs of celebrities nude with no context are often faked, but those can usually be detected).

Q3. Is Arnold Schwartznegger intact?

A3. Opinions vary. Just from the time and place of his birth, he was almost certainly intact when he arrived in the US. Nude photographs of him as a young bodybuilder are ambiguous. Some have attempted to explain this by saying he had himself circumcised to look more American, but he may have a naturally short foreskin or the photos are misinterpreted.

Q4. You say Leonardo di Caprio is intact, but in Total Eclipse he looks circumcised.

A4. Any man can look circumcised. Only an intact man can look intact. We have it on very good authority that Leonardo is intact. Total Eclipse was produced by Agnieszka Holland, who produced Europa Europa, a film with circumcision status as a major theme. She would have been critical about such a detail, fitting di Caprio if necessary with a prosthesis to make him appear circumcised, as was done for Diego Luna in Y Tu Mamá También.

Q5. You say River Phoenix is intact, but his autopsy says he was circumcised.

A5. There are pictures of him as an intact young man. He would have been catheterized before he died, and his foreskin retracted to install the catheter, which could lead to a misdiagnosis.

Source for this page: http://www.circumstitions.com/FAQ.html